Federal Grants and Renewals

- **Peter Crawford** (MOLMED) · NIH · Ketogenic Oscillations and Neurometabolic Healthspan

- **Peter Crawford** (MOLMED) · NIH · Ketone Body Metabolism and Integrated Metabolic Homeostasis

- **Kris Ensrud** (GIM) · NIH · Assessment of Frailty Phenotype and Functional Limitations to Improve Prediction of Subsequent Health Care Utilization in Older Community-Dwelling Adults

- **Martin Felices** (HOT) · DOD · Driving Natural Killer Cell Immunotherapy in the Castration Resistant Prostate Cancer Setting with Novel Tri-Specific Killer Engager Molecules

- **Dan Garry** (LHI) · DOD · Novel Methods for Human Skeletal Muscle Regeneration Using Gene-Edited Pigs

- **Mary Garry** (LHI) · DOD · Development of a humanized model for the study and treatment of VML

- **Charles Herzog** (CV) · Site PI and **Mengistu Simegn** (CV) Site Co-PI · International ISCHEMIA-Chronic Kidney Disease (ISCHEMIA-CKD) trial, which runs parallel to the main ISCHEMIA trial.

- **Ajay Israni** (NEPH) · NIH · NIDDK · Kidney Precision Medicine Project: COVID-19 Data Safety Monitoring Board

- **Susan Kline** (IDIM) · NIH · Principal Investigator for COVID-19 Vaccine Trial (phase 3 NVX-CoV2373 vaccine) · ARTICLE

- **Carol Lange** (HOT) · NIH · Molecular, Genetic and Cellular Targets of Cancer Training Program

- **Anne Murray** (GIM)
  NIH · The ASpirin in Reducing Events in the Elderly - eXTension (ASPREE-XT)
  NIH · The Natural History of Cognitive Decline in Chronic Kidney Disease: Renal, Vascular and Alzheimer’s disease contributions
  NIH · University of Minnesota Clinical and Translational Science Institute Option Year 3 grant: National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences and the University of Minnesota

- **Rita Perlingeiro Kyba** (CV) · NIH · Skeletal Muscle Regeneration from Pluripotent Stem Cells

- **Matthew Prekker** (PACCS) · NHLBI · NYU School of Medicine · PI on a Multicenter, Adaptive, Randomized Controlled Platform Trial of the Safety and Efficacy of Antithrombotic Strategies in Hospitalized Adults with COVID-19

- **Bill Stauffer** (IDIM) · CDC · National Resource Center for COVID-19 Contact Tracing, Prevention, and Mitigation Programs for At-Risk Refugee, Immigrants, and Migrants in the United States